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My comments are for the most part similar to other reviewers

1. There are some grammatical/syntax errors that should be edited
2. The authors state that they used Golden Vac. There should be mention of the manufacturer and the place of business for the manufacturer. The same applies to the centrifuge
3. The authors state that the preparation gives a four fold increase in platelets but do not supply platelet counts or indicate that they did platelet counts. Are they relying on the manufacturers data?
4. There is no control group; would saline work as well? Would whole blood or a filler work as well
5. There is no discussion as to a possible mechanism of action
6. The article title is about stress incontinence. The mention of sexual effects is not included in the title. Since the article mentions sexual effects could there be social/cultural parameters that affected the surveys? How reliable are the surveys used in the population studied
7. Were the injections made with ultrasound assistance. If not would US have been helpful
8. Small study number
9. The length of time of the study is short and further research needs to be done to determine long term efficacy
10. Based on the data a significant number of patients had no improvement or worsening. This should be explained to some extent
11. How was the injection performed; were a fanning technique used or a single bolus of PRP?

I think the article should be revised prior to publication